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• Ten provocative theses on trends in learning and technology

• Very rapidly...
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T1: Education becomes globalT1: Education becomes global
• Broadband networks enable global provision of educational services
• Global educational brands emerge and start to compete with national systems
• Mass-customized ICT-supported education  will lead to cost-competitive 

services in lower tertiary
• Global networks enable students to enroll in high-end educational brands 

(a.k.a. “electric MIT/Harvard/ Stanford”)
• China will attract leading pedagogic skills in an attempt to overcome the 

challenge of the hierarchical Confucian educational system
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Open course content, globally availableOpen course content, globally available
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Open Educational Resources:Open Educational Resources:
New learning institutions and models emergeNew learning institutions and models emerge

• Content
• organized course material
• user-produced content

• Social networks
• teacher-learner interaction
• expert-novice interaction
• learner-learner interaction
• ”legitimate peripheral participation” in a community of practice

• Learning opportunities
• ”learning while producing”
• ”knowledge creating organizations” (for example, organizing for innovation)
• ”continuous learning paths”

”motive” + ”opportunity” + ”capability”
• Tools

• collaboratories & learning environments
• content production and distribution tools
• rights management systems
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T2: New disabilities become challenges T2: New disabilities become challenges 
for pedagogyfor pedagogy

• Knowledge-Intensive Economy and Society makes new learning disabilities 
visible

• Cognitive problems (e.g. dyslexia) will be repaired using early-childhood 
“cognitive repair”
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T3: T3: BlogsBlogs become more important than become more important than 
formal formal certificates

• Informal educational portfolios become a major source of labour market 
advantage

• Employability in the knowledge society requires interdisciplinary state-of-the-
art skills which can best be developed and tested in the real world

• Professional paths become unpredictable and people need to broadcast their 
job potential and interests

• Blogs provide track-records of formal and informal competence history, as 
well as information about access to social capital

• Standardized ePortfolios are widely used in some application areas
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T4: Demographic change leads to T4: Demographic change leads to 
slowdown of job growth in Europeslowdown of job growth in Europe

• Aging and the decline of the share of younger population in the EU requires 
very fast increase of tertiary education to make job creation possible

• European educational systems need to create “fast-track” entry paths for 
immigrant students, high-profile centres of excellence to attract global talent, 
and systems that build global knowledge and innovation networks
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T5: Home becomes the classroomT5: Home becomes the classroom
• The functions of school as a daycare centre and learning centre will be separated

• Parents do not work from nine to five anymore
• Women enter the workforce
• Childcare needs do not fit school hours anymore
• Learning becomes a critical success factor in the knowledge-intensive society and 

economy
• -> the perceived benefits of school-centred primary education decline

• ICT supported learning becomes independent of location, and, thus, can be moved to 
where parents can participate in the education of their children (co-presence & active 
participation)

• -> the benefits of parent-child collaboration in learning increase

• Social capital differences make an increasing difference
• Children from families with positive attitudes on education and learning will benefit 

most
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T6:T6: ImmersiveImmersive social games replace social games replace 
textbookstextbooks

• Immersive environments make learning an experience, with emotional and 
cognitive focus (attention)

• Learning can be fun
• Games can enable imagination and creativity, and motivate learning
• Social learning becomes part of the learning process
• Social and communication skills are learned as a side-effect
• Game environments can support constructivist and problem-oriented 

pedagogic models that can be bridged to the practical reality of work 
environments
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T7: Audio makes education portableT7: Audio makes education portable
• Adult education becomes increasingly “aural”

• Audio can be used in parallel to other activities (e.g., commuting, jogging)
• Books are already digital, and can be translated to speech easily
• Compression technologies and wireless networks will allow downloading 

large audio files in minutes, as a background activity
• Technology is dirt cheap (because it can piggyback music industry)
• Audio can easily be combined with net-based learning services

“…or, Linguaphone strikes back”

“4 GB, 1,000 songs”
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T8: Products become pedagogicT8: Products become pedagogic
• Functional products (e.g., microwave ovens, video recorders, screw drivers, 

cars, web browsers…) are not purely technical artifacts; they are 
combinations of technical artifacts and competent use

• Product designers can add value by reducing the competence requirements 
(e.g., through user interface design, interactive help systems), or by creating 
products that accelerate competence development

• Products that make competent users are becoming possible, as technical 
artifacts become informationalized and networked

• Scaffolding functionality will be built in to the products
“pedagogic veils”

• This requires user modelling in software, and perhaps social support (e.g., 
integrated helpdesk functionality; access to communities of practice)

• Specialized “learning objects” with “guides through zones of proximal 
development” will enter the classroom
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T9: Informal social learning becomes T9: Informal social learning becomes 
key to competence developmentkey to competence development
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T10: Educational T10: Educational programmesprogrammes become become 
integrated with real social changeintegrated with real social change

science & art
(instrument producing more advanced form of

central activity

dominant form of
central activity

object activity

learning activity1. interruption in
routine action

2. problem
definition and

conceptualization

3. definition of a working
hypothesis

problem solving,
return to routine

4. inference and
thought experiment

5. experimental
action

idea,
concept

activity)
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Critical VoicesCritical Voices
• “In September 2000 the Alliance for Childhood published Fool’s Gold: A 

Critical Look at Computers in Childhood and issued a call for action, 
endorsed by dozens of leading educators, health professionals, researchers, 
technology experts, and other advocates for children. The group called for a 
moratorium on the further introduction of computers in early childhood and 
elementary education, a new emphasis on ethics, responsibility, and critical 
thinking in technology education for older students, and a broad public 
dialogue on how computers affect the real needs of children…

• Four years later, …we remain convinced that, at the elementary school level 
and below, there is little evidence of lasting gains and much evidence of harm 
from the hours spent in front of screens.”

– Alliance for Childhood (2004) Tech Tonic: Towards a New Literacy
of Technology
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• Educational systems are difficult to change, partly because they are designed to 
transfer traditions across generations. Many technology initiatives have implicitly 
focussed on ”hardwiring” outdated institutional structures.

• At the same time, there has been an explosion in informal learning, and new learning 
requirements have emerged.

• Innovative, radical, and revolutionary learning is becoming the source of economic 
growth. Educational institutions and organizations are not well prepared for this.

• ICT is penetrating the system and fundamentally changing its constraints and 
possibilities. Again, we have to ask what is the role of education in human and social 
development.

• Can virtue be taught? Can cognitive capabilities be learned? Do we need ”computer 
skills”?

• Additional thoughts:

”The Future of Learning in the Knowledge Society: Disruptive Changes for Europe by 2020.”
Report for DG JRC – IPTS and DG EAC

http://www.meaningprocessing.com/personalPages/tuomi/articles/TheFutureOfLearningInTheKnowledgeSociety.pdf

http://www.meaningprocessing.com/personalPages/tuomi/articles/TheFutureOfLearningInTheKnowledgeSociety.pdf
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